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Angela Merkel
Bundeskanzlerin
Bundesrepublik Deutschland
The Lisbon Treaty opened a new chapter in European history. The celebrations on 25 March 2007 to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of Rome were a significant driver of this new Treaty, for it was on this occasion that the European heads of state or government, in signing the Berlin Declaration, committed themselves not only to a set of shared values, tasks and structures within the European Union but also to placing the European Union on a renewed common basis.

Converting this commitment into a mandate for an Intergovernmental Conference was by no means easy. The fact that this goal was indeed accomplished at the European Council meeting held on 21–23 June 2007 – and still within the period of the German EU Council Presidency – was thanks in no small part to Jean-Claude Piris in his role as Director-General of the Council Legal Service. It was worth the effort. For the Lisbon Treaty makes the European Union stronger and more independent in foreign policy but internally more democratic, which means it is better equipped to face the new challenges of an increasingly globalised world.

With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1 December 2009, a complex cycle of reform that had in fact begun with the negotiations for the Maastricht Treaty was successfully completed. This book traces the outline of the historical process and in so doing clearly elucidates the roots of the core provisions and also the relationships between them. At the same time the work illuminates the most significant judgments relating to the Lisbon Treaty – for instance the judgment by the German Federal Constitutional Court. The book achieves in effect a comprehensive assessment of existing primary law in the European Union, written by an authoritative hand.

Angela Merkel
Chancellor
Federal Republic of Germany
(Berlin, November 2009)
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